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SummarySummary

When used to create dynamic k-grams, 
dependence graphs could help software 

companies reclaim their k-pounds of p p
flesh.



Critical CommentCritical Comment
The paper states:The paper states: 

“(Obfuscating a program is the standard way to attack a 
birthmark).” 

[ i t 2 i th ‘ t ib ti f ’ ti ][point 2 in the ‘contribution of our paper’ section]

 They make this statement without reference. ey a e s s a e e ou e e e ce
 The term standard could have multiple meanings. 
 Obfuscation is the only threat to birthmarking that the 

paper uses to compare dynamic k grams against staticpaper uses to compare dynamic k-grams against static 
k-grams.

 This sentence just means that the paper has found a 
k h th t h ld b tt i tnew k-gram approach that holds up better against 

obfuscation. Not necessarily a better approach overall.



Appreciative CommentAppreciative Comment

 The paper has an ‘open style’:
 The paper clearly defines (mathematically) all y ( y)

of the procedures used to make their claims.
 Their development process is transparent p p p

and written in a way that requires relatively 
little technical knowledge to follow.

 The paper presents an algorithm that is easy 
to understand yet appears difficult to ‘trick.’



The paper has an ‘open style’The paper has an open style

 The paper clearly defines (mathematically) all of 
the procedures used to make their claimsthe procedures used to make their claims.
 The k-grams paper uses clear procedure descriptions. 

Something that in general produces a stronger result.Something that in general produces a stronger result.  
 Some other security based papers have ambiguous 

procedures, or they fail to account for borderline cases.p , y
 Example: In the paper “Accountable Privacy,” the first 

paper to be presented for this course. The authors 
define privacy loosely: “Loosely speaking, privacy is the 
ability to control private information,...” [page 1]



The paper has an ‘open style’The paper has an open style

 Their development process is transparent and written 
in a way that requires relatively little technical 
kno ledge to folloknowledge to follow.
 Having a clear development process means that we the 

reader can test the theory that is being presentedreader can test the theory that is being presented 
easier.

 The clear development process also means that we the 
reader aren’t left wondering “what happens if x.”

 Example: You may recall that for the Lampson article, 
we as a class questioned what would happen if thewe as a class questioned what would happen if the 
guard in Lampson's model was spammed by a single 
user.



The paper has an ‘open style’The paper has an open style

 Easy to understand yet difficult to ‘trick.’y y
 In security, this sort of approach could be 

seen as a deterrent. 
 Consider a lock that appears unbreakable, if 

you see one you are less likely to attack it.y y y
 Example: For RSA public key encryption, 

obtaining the prime factors involved is g p
known to be difficult.



QuestionQuestion

Do you think that the k-gram papers’ open 
style is beneficial to software/systems 

security?


